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Lost Souls: Found! Inspiring Stories About German Shepherd Dogs [Paperback] 

Lost Souls: FOUND! Inspiring Stories about German Shepherd Dogs is a heartwarming, thought-provoking

compilation of over 50 true stories which address the cruelty of animal neglect and abuse and the joy rescued

dogs bring to their new homes. This book is

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and AvailabilityYou will not be charged until after you review and complete your

order.Lost Souls: FOUND! Inspiring Stories about German Shepherd Dogs is a heartwarming, thought-provoking compilation of over 50 true stories which address

the cruelty of animal neglect and abuse and the joy rescued dogs bring to their new homes. This book is a must-read for German Shepherd lovers and people who are

considering adopting dogs. A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF PROCEEDS FROM EVERY SALE IS DONATED BACK TO GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG

RESCUE GROUPS. Excerpt: I was approved as a bone-a-fide dog mom by my local rescue and, confident I would be taking home a particular female, I had painted

a room pink for her and purchased doggy nail polish. Upon finally meeting my girl, the rescue director cautioned me about her extreme dominance and need for

discipline, which was not my forte by any means. Still stubborn and hopeful, I walked her until she quickly proved our mismatch by dragging me across the yard.

Begrudgingly I moved on to meet several less dominant dogs, and to my surprise the one turned out to be Jackson (now Beau), a male with striking hazel eyes, who

adopted me the moment we met. The pink doggy room is now used for storage, the nail polish was given away, and Beau is an absolute dream companion. -Lisa

Hall About the AuthorKyla Duffy and Lowrey Mumford are dog lovers who wish to use the Lost Souls: FOUND! series of books to raise awareness about dog

adoption and generate funds for rescue groups through the donation of a portion of each sale. Lowrey knows journalism, and Kyla has experience in

entrepreneurship; this has created the perfect synergy to launch the Happy Tails Books project. Lowrey has two adopted dogs of her own. Kyla has two adopted dogs

and continues to foster dogs for a dog rescue organization. 
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